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Submitted by Chief Editor on Feb 5th 2018
I am working in USA with the J1 visa as Postdoctoral Fellow. In April 2017 my girlfriend tried
to come to USA and she was refused under the section 212a, because she told to the TSA
agent that they did not have a serious relationship with anybody in USA, and they found out
that she had sentimental links to me checking her phone, we were in bad moment in our
relationship by that time. She has double nationality Venezuelan/Italian and she was trying to
get in USA with the Italian ESTA. They removed her ESTA for ever and they told her that If
she wan to enter in USA she is going to need a visa. Then I got married with her trying to get
a J2 visa for her but the consulate denied twice her application under the article 214b, one in
August ( after got married in Venezuela, and the other one now in December (on December
we went together because I had to renew mine, but not success for her one).
ANSWER:
Anyone who attempts to gain any immigration benefits, including visas, through perceived
fraud or misrepresentation is permanently barred from entering the USA. In cases like this,
you can try to revisit these findings with the consulate, but these are long, drawn out battles
and difficult to win. Temporary visits may be possible with something called a 212 (d) (3)
waiver.
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Note: This is a verbatim transcript of the referenced audio/video media delivered as
oral communication, and, therefore, may not conform to written grammatical or
syntactical form.
Unless the context shows otherwise, all answers here were provided by Rajiv [5]
and were compiled and reported by our editorial team from comments and blog on
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